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1.0

Introduction

The Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DMURS) is a guidance document
published by the Department of the Environment and is accompanied by the Urban Design
Manual published in 2009. The purpose of both guidelines is to produce an integrated
multi-disciplinary focus on the design of positive, sustainable residential environments.
“Streets are (or ought to be) living spaces, an integral part of the
community and a focus of many activities that link together people’s lives.
The way in which streets are managed and used promotes or discourages a
sense of community and makes them an attractive or unattractive place to
live…”
Extract from DMURS, pg 6

GREENWAY

North South
Pedestrian Spine

Sketch illustrating
primary
public spaces and
pedestrian connectivity.
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This Compliance Report has been prepared to accompany the planning application
submitted to An Bord Pleanála for a Strategic Housing Development.
An earlier working document was submitted to An Bord Pleanála prior to the PreApplication Consultation Meeting and many improvements to connectivity both within the
site and to adjacent pedestrian/cycle and public transport routes have been made.
While it is recognised that DMURS applies to the full integration of micro environments into
the broader context of the macro environment or national scale; the scope of this
document is limited to the extent of the site itself and the roads bounding the site.

Landscape Design Master Plan
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2.0

Table of Objectives set out by Dmurs

Reference

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline

DESIGN
PRINCIPLE 1

CONNECTED NETWORKS

Integrated
Street
Networks



Does the development demonstrate
efficient use of land and high
quality urban design



Does the development create
connected centres that prioritise
pedestrian movement and access to
public transport?



Statement of Consistency



A density of over 32 houses /ha is
provided. The proposal provides for
a rich variety of housing types in an
orthogonal layout with the
emphasis on well located, good
quality public space.



The upgrade of Cooney’s Lane on
the western boundary provides
good links to existing dedicated
cycle lanes and bus routes in
Grange.



The proposed development is
linked to Ballybrack Greenway,
Tramore Valley Park Greenway,
local primary school (Scoil
Nioclais) and bus / green route on
the Grange Rd via a number of
measures agreed with the local
authority.



Connectivity to the school and
local bus / green route has been
improved with the alteration of
4No. junctions on Cooney’s Lane
and Bellevue Rd. The junction
alterations include raised tables at
each junction and clearly defined
crossing points for pedestrians.
These raised junctions will slow
traffic at the intersection therefore
creating a safer environment for all
road users.



A new 1.75m wide cycle lane and
2m wide footpath has been
provided along the full extent of the
site boundary on Cooney’s Lane.
This pedestrian and cycle route
connects to local public bus and
cycle routes provided in Grange.



A gateway monument is proposed
on Cooney’s Lane at the south

Gateways – Are gateways or
transition zones used to announce
the development and calm traffic?
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Reference

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline

Statement of Consistency
western corner of the site to calm
traffic and alert drivers of a change
in driving conditions from a rural, to
a more built up area.

Movement
and Place –
Movement
Function

Permeability
and
Legibility



Does the development create a
legible street hierarchy that is
appropriate to its context?



Has the street layout been well
considered to maximise
permeability for pedestrians and
cyclists?



Are the streets legible with
maximum connection
opportunities?





The street / road hierarchy for the
proposed development comprises
Cooney’s Lane which is an existing
narrow link road connected to
Grange. Cooney’s Lane extends
along the northern boundary of the
site and is the only public access
road serving the development. This
road will be upgraded to increase
the width to 6m and provide a
dedicated footpath and cycle lane
on the side of the road abutting the
site. Three local access roads serving
the proposed development connect
to Cooney’s Lane and these then
branch into smaller local roads.



Cul-de-sacs are limited in length
and are located primarily along the
southern/ river boundary where they
serve as shared public space.



Pedestrian / cycle routes provide for
strong permeability and easy access
within the development.



Yes – the orthogonal layout
provides for good connection
between streets, ensuring good
permeability for vehicles within the
development and good legibility.



Maximum connectivity and
permeability for pedestrians and
cyclists is achieved as all parts of the
site are linked by footpaths or
dedicated pedestrian/ cycle routes.



Cul-de-sacs are very short and are
finished in a different material
thereby indicating that they are not
part of the through- road system
and are treated more as public

Are blocks of a reasonable size and
permeability, with consideration to
the site constraints?
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Reference

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline

Statement of Consistency
space. All cul-de-sacs have excellent
pedestrian connectivity and should
contribute to the public realm as
small local play areas.

Wayfinding



Wayfinding - is the layout legible or
easy to read for visitors to the
development?



Have streets around specific focal
points been treated differently to
provide design clues for wayfinding.



Landmarks – Are landmarks such as
civic buildings or landscape features
highlighted so that promote
legibility and a unique identity.

DESIGN
PRINCIPLE 2

MULTIFUNCTIONAL STREETS

Pedestrians
Perspective Connectivity



Does the street layout and
pedestrian routes provide a
multitude of choices and are these
routes aligned with desire lines.



Are the proposed streets
connected, maximising the number
of walkable / cyclable routes
between streets as well as specific
destinations (i.e. community centre,
shops, crèche, schools etc.)?



Maximum block size is 92 x
60metres which is considered
acceptable for pedestrian
movement / cycle routes facilitating
connection within the proposed
development, and to external
amenities.



The streets on either side of the
proposed Central Park and in the
cul de sacs are either paved or
finished with exposed aggregate
concrete to differentiate them from
and emphasise pedestrian priority.



The primary pedestrian axis running
north-south through the site is tied
to the central park with its extensive
amenities. Smaller pocket parks
orientated east-west facilitate
pedestrian movement laterally and
finally an amenity walk / cycle path
loops around the southern and east
boundary.



The network of pedestrian / cycle
routes provide for strong
permeability through the
development and also to Cooney’s
Lane which connects to local
transport routes and amenities in
Grange.
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Reference

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline

Pedestrian
and Cyclist
Environment



Are footways of appropriate width
provided so as to ensure pedestrian
safety?



Are verges provided adjacent to
larger roadways so as to provide a
buffer between vehicular routes
and pedestrian paths?

Management



Have pedestrian crossings, whether
controlled or uncontrolled, been
provided at appropriate locations?



Are shared surfaces located
appropriately in areas where an
extension of the pedestrian domain
is required?



Have cycle facilities been factored
into the design?



Is the layout designed to self-

Statement of Consistency



The proposed footpaths are 2m in
width and are in compliance with
DMURS’ recommended minimum
width of 1.8m for two people to
pass comfortably for areas of low
pedestrian activity.



A landscaped verge is provided
between the footpath and road in
very limited areas but for the most
part, trees are incorporated within
the 2m wide footpath.



Dropped kerbs are provided for
pedestrian crossings. Raised
tables are provided at high
pedestrian traffic areas near the
Central Park to emphasis that
primary north-south pedestrian
route.



Shared surfaces have been located
within or close to the primary public
spaces. The roads on either side of
the Central Park are 4.5m wide one
way shared surface. A level footpath
is provided on one side of the
shared surface and is demarked
with a level kerb and street
furniture.



Reduced corner radii (currently 6m
but can be reduced to 4.5m) and
carriage widths (5-6m) promote
lower speeds throughout the
development.



Cyclists share the road with vehicles
due to anticipated light traffic.
Bicycle stands are distributed
throughout the main public areas.



The provision of a 4m wide
combined cycle/footpath running
around the southern and eastern
perimeter of the site will ensure
continuity of the proposed green
routes through the site.



Yes – the layout is designed to
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Reference

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline
regulate vehicle speeds and traffic
congestion?


Does the proposed layout minimise
noise / air pollution wherever
possible?

Statement of Consistency
naturally calm traffic and ensure low
driving speeds within the
development, minimising noise and
air pollution.


The number of junctions, wide
distribution of raised tables and
paved crossing points force drivers
to slow and increases the level of
driver caution.

Bus Services



Smarter Travel (2009) promotes the
use of public transport and the
creation of higher density
developments that will support
greater public transport
connectivity.



The site is within a 7 min walk from
existing bus routes in Grange. Bus
206 connects to the city centre via
Douglas every 15 minutes.

Noise and Air
Pollution



Have measures been employed to
reduce air and noise pollution
caused by traffic.



No traffic congestion is envisaged
due to permeability and the number
of access points onto Cooney’s
Lane.

DESIGN
PRINCIPLE 3

STREET DESIGN – PEDESTRIAN
FOCUS

Movement,
Place and
Speed



Does the proposed development
balance speed management with
the values of place and reasonable
expectations of appropriate speed?



The road layout and proposed road
finishes, including raised tables at
the primary public spaces are
designed to regulate speed within
the development.



Does the design promote a
reasonable balance of both physical
and psychological measures to
regulate speed?



Psychological and physical measures
have been adopted in the layout to
balance the functional needs of
different users. Frequent paved
crossing points and junctions,
horizontal deflections, tighter corner
radii and shared surfaces have been
adopted to reduce speeds within
the proposed development. In
addition, the use of street trees
along the main access roads can
also provide a traffic calming effect.
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Reference

Streetscape

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline

Materials
and Finishes



Trees, a change in surface materials
and a narrowing of the carriageway
all contribute to creating a
pedestrian orientated residential
area.



The proposed scheme is
predominantly double storey with a
building height to street width ratio
of 1:3. This provides moderate
sense of enclosure which is
improved by trees planted on every
boundary line along the length of
the street.



Does the scheme create an
appropriate sense of enclosure in
addition to a strong urban /
suburban structure?



Have active street edges been
provided where appropriate?



Have street trees and areas of
planting been provided where
appropriate?



Signage to follow the guidelines
and regulations outlined in the
Department of Transport’s “Traffic
Signs Manual” (2010).

The houses are all orientated to face
the road providing active street
frontage and overlooking.



Streets and open spaces are well
overlooked and landscaped to
promote a sense of enclosure and
provide active streetscapes.



Street furniture such as park
benches, street lights, bins, bollards
and bicycle stands are located in all
the primary and secondary public
spaces.



Lighting design shall comply with BS
5489. A public lighting plan will be
submitted with the application.



Lighting is provided along the
GREENWAY/ amenity walk to
provide a sense of safety.



The palette of materials and finishes
selected from a tried and tested
range of robust, good quality
materials. Concrete paviors / setts
and natural stone flags are
proposed in public areas to enhance
the quality of the public realm.



Street
Furniture and
Lighting

Statement of Consistency



Has street furniture been
incorporated in such a way that it
enhances the sense of place and
provides appropriate function?



Has good quality lighting been
incorporated to ensure intervisibility between users and a sense
of security



Is a palette of high quality surface
materials and finishes provided?
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Reference

Carriageway
Conditions

Carriageway
Surfaces

Junction
Design,
Forward
Visibility

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline



Are vehicular carriageways sized
appropriately for their function /
location?



Are junctions designed to balance
traffic concerns with the needs of
pedestrians / cyclists?





Are surface materials appropriate to
their application in order to inform
drivers of the expected driving
conditions?

Are all junctions designed to comply
with guidelines and have regard to
the context and function of their
application?

Statement of Consistency



Finishes are used to define vehicular
surfaces from pedestrian / cycling
zones and are used throughout the
scheme to calm traffic around
primary and secondary public
spaces.



No distributor roads are proposed
through the site. The three main
access roads into the development
are 6m wide due to lower design
speeds being applied and only
occasional access required for larger
vehicles.



Local streets off the main access
road will be 5 – 5.5m wide



Shared surface roads flanking the
Central Park are 4.5m wide.



A change of surface materials will
inform drivers of a change in the
hierarchy and notify drivers of
shared surfaces.



Tarmacadam is proposed on roads.
A more pedestrian friendly finish
such as paving or exposed
aggregate concrete is proposed on
shared surfaces in the Central Park
and close to Old Farmhouse Garden
Court. All cul-de-sacs are finished in
exposed aggregate concrete or
similar wet pour.



Junction design to be prepared and
submitted by JHK Consultants Ltd.



Corner radii have been reduced at
junctions in conjunction with raised
speed tables to reduce speeds and
address the needs of pedestrians
and cyclists crossing the junctions.
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Reference

Relevant Policy / Principle /
Guideline

On Street
Parking and
Loading



Have adequate parking / loading
areas been provided?

DESIGN
PRINCIPLE 4

MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

Collaboration



Is the process of developing a
strategy for urban road design
integrated into the early urban
design of the development by all
members of the design team?

Statement of Consistency



Perpendicular visitor parking bays
defined with paving finish are
located in specific areas while the
majority of residents parking bays
are provided within the curtilage of
their property.



Small pockets of non- designated
shared or communal resident’s
parking is provided where street
frontage have been reduced due to
density or a desire to achieve a
greater sense of activity or
enclosure.



A diverse range of parking
configurations is provided.



The layout has been a collaborative
design between the Architect,
Landscape Architect and Roads
Engineer.



Numerous meetings were held
between MHL and Cork County
Council’s Engineering and Roads
Department. Traffic calming
measures and better pedestrian
connectivity has been incorporated
in the design in response to the
County Council’s requirements.
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3.0

Conclusion

The proposed Housing Development at Grange has been assessed for compliance with
DMURS by the Landscape Architect, Architect and Roads Engineer in consultation with Cork
County Council.
The proposed layout promotes and prioritises walking, cycling and use of public transport.
While two parking bays have been provided per residential unit; it is the objective of this
layout to positively encourage residents and particularly their children to use the many safe
and attractive pedestrian routes throughout the site rather than rely on cars for local trips.

